
HoverTech HoverSling®

Split-Leg SPU

The HoverSling® Split-Leg is an air-assisted transfer 
mattress and lift sling in one, designed to streamline 
patient handling tasks by reducing the amount of 
time and money spent on these tasks. The patient 
also benefits from trusted HoverMatt air technology 
that reduces skin shear, during lateral transfers and 
repositioning, using the HoverTech Air Supply 
(MHHT-AIR2300).

Six polyester sling support straps (two per side 
and two between the legs) with loop attachments, 
enable caregivers to lift patients vertically with the 
assistance of a mobile or ceiling hoist. When used 
as a sling for seated transfers, the patented design 
cradles the patient’s limbs evenly and securely 
for greater comfort. This unique product can also 
be used as a limb or stabiliser for wound care or 
maternity applications.

Variable speed 
HoverTech Air Supply  

provides rapid 
inflation

PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT NAME DIMENSIONS QTY MAX WEIGHT

MHHT-HSSPU-34 HoverSling Split-Leg SPU 34” 86 cm W x 178 cm L Box of 10 318 kg SWL

MHHT-HSSPU-39 HoverSling Split-Leg SPU 39” 99 cm W x 178 cm L Box of 5 454 kg SWL

MHHT-HSSPU-50 HoverSling Split-Leg SPU 50” 127 cm W x 178 cm L Box of 5 454 kg SWL
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Material Specs
Sewn construction
Top: Polyester knit

Bottom: Nylon twill
Latex free

Weight Limit: 34”: 318kg | 39”& 50”: 454kg

Compatible with HoverTech Air Supply
MHHT-AIR2300 (Variable Speed)

DO NOT LAUNDER

Available in 3 Sizes

34” - 86cm W x 190cm L  |  39” - 99cm W x 190cm L  |  50” - 127cm W x 178cm L

MHHT-HSSPU-34 MHHT-HSSPU-39 MHHT-HSSPU-50

To place a purchase order, contact us today:
sales@jdhealthcare.com.au | 1300 791 404
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ALL-IN-ONE SPLIT LEG, LIFT AND TRANSFER



To place a purchase order, contact us today:
sales@jdhealthcare.com.au | 1300 791 404

A BREATHABLE DEVICE CREATES OPTIMAL MICROCLIMATE

OTHER DEVICES IN THE SPU RANGE

HOVERSLING® REPOSITIONING 
SHEET SPU

HOVERMATT® 
MINI SPU

HOVERMATT®

 SPU

HOVERMATT® 
SPLIT-LEG SPU

HOVERMATT® 
SPU LINK

Q2ROLLER®

WHAT IS 
MICROCLIMATE?Evaporation

Air/Gas 
exchange 
through 
fabric

Facilitates 
evaporation and 
minimises heat and 
moisture on the 
patient’s skin

Top & bottom 
fabric layers

A BREATHABLE DEVICE CREATES OPTIMAL MICROCLIMATE

Breathable fabric allows air to circulate under the patient and evaporation to take place.
These highly evaporative properties will help facilitate the reduction of heat and moisture on 
the patient’s skin, greatly reducing the potential for pressure injuries. 

Breathable fabric allows air to circulate under the patient and 
evaporation to take place. These highly evaporative properties 
will help facilitate the reduction of heat and moisture on the 
patient’s skin, greatly reducing the potential for pressure injuries.

• The local tissue temperature and 
moisture (relative humidity) at the 
body/support surface interface

• Breathable fabric means that the 
outermost layer that is touching the 
patient allows for evaporation

• Evaporation disperses the heat and 
moisture on the patient’s skin


